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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Nowadays, all things are demanded to be international standard. The quality
of education, the appearance of vendible, even the language must fulfill international
standard. In this case, the use of English as the official international language
becomes a demand. This demand provides some effects such as it encourages people
to use English and because of the lack of English knowledge, they make some
mistakes and errors.
English learner cannot avoid making mistake and error. It is because English
is foreign languange that has different structure from the learner’s mother tongue. In
line with what is said by Brown (2007: 263), he explains that there are two factors
that cause errors. They are interlingual and intralingual transfer. Interlingual transfer
is an error resulted from language transfer because of the learner's first language. The
second factor is intralingual transfer that occurs when the learner learns the target
language wrongly or partially.
One branch of linguistics, syntax that is the rule to form sentences, is a
branch that usually has errors in its application, especially the use of English syntax
in written form.It is very important to learn about syntax. When we are trying to
express our feelings or ideas through sentence, misunderstanding will occur if we do
not apply the syntax of the language that we use. With applying the syntax of the
language properly, it will give better communication and understanding.
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There is previous study related to this topic. The research is from Rahmaniar
(2013). She found that there were 18 (21,68% ) ommision errors, 27 (32,53% )
addition errors, 36 (43,37%) misformation errors, and 2 (2,4% ) misordering errors in
the speakers utterances. It showed that the most frequent errors were misformations
(43,37%).
There are also verses in the holy Qur’an related to this topic. It is in surah alAhzab verse 70-71 that is:
َّ  َٰٓيُصۡ ل ِۡح َٰٓلكُمۡ َٰٓأ ۡعملكُمۡ َٰٓوي ۡغف ِۡر َٰٓلكُمۡ َٰٓذُنُوبكُمۡۗۡ َٰٓومنَٰٓيُطِ ِع٧٠َٰٓٱَّلل َٰٓوقُولُواْ َٰٓق ۡو اٗل َٰٓسدِيداا
َّ ْيَٰٓأيُّهاٱلَّذِين َٰٓءامنُواْ َٰٓٱتَّقُوا
َٰٓسولهُۥَٰٓفق ۡد
ُ َٰٓٱَّلل َٰٓور
َٰٓ٧١َٰٓفازَٰٓف ۡو ًزآَٰعظِ ي ًما
Translation:
“O you who believe! Be careful of (your duty to) Allah and speak the right
word. He will put your needs into a right state for you, and forgive you your
faults; and whoever obeys Allah and His Messenger, he indeed achieves a
mighty success.”(Al-Ahzab verse 70-71).
Based on Hamka (1988:109) Allah SWT says: “O you who believe! Be
careful of (your duty to) Allah and speak the right word. This verse means that Allah
gives a warning to people who acknowledge themselves as believers, to let their faith
be nurtured well so it thrives and develops. They are also asked to say the right
words, not complicated words that can refer to other meanings. By choosing the
right words, no words will arise that can cause misunderstandings and hurt other
people's hearts.
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“He will put your needs into a right state for you” means by choosing
orderly, honest, and precise words when they want to talk, it will have a great effect
on work or actions and chosen charity in their life. “and forgive you your faults”
means the mistakes we have made will be forgiven by Allah. “and whoever obeys
Allah and His Messenger,” means all people who carry out orders and stay away
from the prohibitions of Allah and his Messenger, “he indeed achieves a mighty
success”.
Based on the researcher’s observation and interview, many English learners
especially English and Literature students still made mistake and error in arranging
sentence that could cause misunderstanding. It became a significant problem since
they had entered Structure, Writing even Morphology and Syntax classes.
Considering that problem , the researcher was interested in conducting a research
about “Syntactical Errors in Writing Produced by the Third Semester Students of
English and Literature Department of Alauddin State Islamic University of
Makassar” so it could be a consideration for lecturer in the future to reduce those
mistakes and errors.
B. Research Questions
The researcher formulated research questions as follows:
1. What are the syntactical errors in writing produced by the third semester
students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin State Islamic University
of Makassar?
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2. What are the most dominant syntactical errors in writing produced by the
third semester students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin State
Islamic University of Makassar?
C. Research Objective
Based on the research questions above, the researcher proposed the objective
of the research as follows:
1. To analyze syntactical errors in writing produced by the third semester
students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin State Islamic University
of Makassar.
2. To explain the most dominant syntactical errors in writing produced by
the third semester students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin State
Islamic University of Makassar.
D. Research Significance
The significances of the research are:
1.

Theoritically, the result of this research is expected to provide

information to the lecturer in teaching syntax. This research also can be a reference
for the next researcher especially English and Literature Department student who
wants to analyze about syntactical error.
2.

Practically, this research can help the reader to arrange a good writing in

English.
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E. Research Scope
In this research, the researcher only focused on analyzing syntactical errors in
writing produced by the third semester students of English and Literature Department
of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar based on the surface strategy
taxonomy theory of Dulay, Burt and Krashen. Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:150163) classifies error into four categories, they are omission, addition, misformation
and misordering.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Studies
Many researchers studied about error analysis. It showed that error analysis
was an interesting object to study. In this opportunity, the writer would review the
research of Rahmaniar (2013), Rachmat Faisyal (2015) and Nurmuliani Rusli (2018)
as the researcher’s previous studies. The first research from Rahmaniar (2013)
entitled “Grammatical Errors Produced by the Speakers of English Corner Program
on TVRI Makassar” aimed to find out grammatical errors and frequency of errors
types produced by the speakers of English Corner program on TVRI Makassar. This
research applied descriptive method and used the surface strategy taxonomy based
on theory of Dulay. The result of the research showed that there were 18 ommision
out of 83 errors or 21,68% errors in the speaker utterances, there were 27 addition
out of 83 errors or 32,53% errors in the speaker utterances, there were 36
misformation out of 83 errors of 43,37% errors in the speakers utterances and there
were 2 misordering out of 83 errors 2,4% errors in the speakers utterances. It showed
that the most frequent errors were misformation (43,37%).
The second previous study is from Rachmat Faisyal (2015) entitled
“Morphological and Syntactic Errors Found in English Composition Written by the
Students of Daarut Taqwa Islamic Boarding School Klaten”. This research aimed
to know classification and the source of errors. He used the source of error theory
6

proposed by Selinker. In this research, he found that the students created more errors
in syntax rather than in morphology. The errors came from different sources.Those
sources were overgeneralization, strategies of second language learning, and
language transfer. The finding showed that the biggest source of errors was
overgeneralization, the second was strategies in second language learning and the
third was language transfer.
The last previous study is from Nurmuliani Rusli (2018) entitled “An Error
Analysis in Pronunciation of English Fricative Voiced Produced by The Sixth
Semester Students of English and Literature Department at Alauddin State Islamic
University of Makassar”. Her research aimed to find out the error pronunciation and
the causes of error. She used qualitative method in conducting her research and used
the causes of error theory by Norrish. The result of her research showed that the
causes of students’ error in their pronunciation were their first language or language
interference and their error performance.
Based on those previous findings, there are similarity and differences among
those previous findings and the researcher’s study. The similarities are that all the
researchers study about error analysis and one of the previous studies has the same
theory with the researcher. The differences are that the researchers had different
theory and object, where Rahmaniar had English utterances as her object and used
the surface strategy taxonomy based on theory of Dulay. Rachmat Faisyal took
English writing as his object and chose the source of errors theory proposed by
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Selinker. Nurmuliani Rusli had the pronunciation of the sixth semester student as her
object and used the causes of error theory by Norrish. The researcher herself studied
about English writing as object and used the surface strategy taxonomy theory of
Dulay, Burt and Krashen.
B. Pertinent Ideas
1. Error Analysis
Crystal (1987:112) states that in teaching and learning of language, error
analysis refers to the way to identify, classify and interpret the unsuitability forms of
language utulizing some rules and techniques given by linguists. Errors is stated to
draw the level of capability attained by a learner. It is different from “mistake”,
that means a performance limitations where a learner is able to correct.
Kitao and Kitao cited in Hashemi (2013:3) say that error analysis in language
use can predict the learners’ type of errors which will be useful for developing
teaching materials and selecting teaching methods. Moreover, the result of such
analysis can be used as an indicator of the learners’ achievement. It can also be used
for researching language acquisition and learners’strategy in language learning.
Richard, et al., in Asik (2012:15) state that error analysis as the analysis study
of the errors produced by the foreign language learners. Errors analysis is done to:
a. Figure out how well a person knows a language. According to Jack Richard,
one can be categorized as those who knows a language if he/she is able to distinguish
the grammatically correct sentence from the ungrammatically one.
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b. Find out how a person learns language. By understanding the errors one
makes, an instructor can conclude the way someone learns a language and in turn the
instructor can choose the appropriate teaching method that will be applied in the
classroom.
c. Find out the information about the frequent difficulties in learning about
language as an consideration in language teaching or in teaching material
preparation.
Sometimes we are confused of differentiating between error and mistake. If
the learner is inclined and able to correct a fault in his or her output, it is assumed
that the form he or she selected was not the one intended, and we shall say that the
fault is a mistake. If, the learner is unable or in any way disinclined to make the
correction, we assume that the form the learner used was the one intended, and that is
an error.
Mistakes can only be corrected by the learmers if their deviance is pointed
out to him or her. If a simple indication that there are some deviances which are
sufficient prompt for self correction, then we have a first-order mistake. If additional
information is needed, in the form of the exact location and some hints to the nature
of the deviance, then we have a second-order mistake.
Error cannot be self-corrected until further relevant (to that error) input
(implicit or explicit) has been provided and converted into intake by the learner. In
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other words, errors require further relevant learning to take place before they can be
self-corrected.
Error is a systematic deviation, when a learner has not learnt something and
consistently gets it wrong’ (Norrish:1983:14). The phrase ‘systematic deviation’ in
this definition is a key word that can be interpreted as the deviation which happens
repeatedly. Further, it is necessary to differentiate between error and mistake. A
mistake is also a deviation of the norms of the language but is not systematic. It
means that the use of the norms of the language in sentences is sometimes true and
sometimes wrong. Norrish (1983:17) says that a mistake is an inconsistent deviation
that is sometimes the learner ‘gets it right’ but sometimes wrong.
2. Syntax
According to Nofal (2014:183-184), syntax is the study of sentence structure.
This definition includes the sentence elements and their relationships, ambiguity,
rank scale, rank shift, word order, bracketing, tree diagram, transitivity, phrasal verbs
and prepositional verbs, categories and functions, and thematization among others,
all of which include higher order thinking skills.
Fromkin cited in Misir ( 2017:30) states that syntax is the part of the grammar
that represents a speaker’s knowledge of sentences and their structures. Mostly when
talking about syntax, it usually means word order and sentence structure. Every
sentence is a sequence of words, but not every sequence of words is a sentence
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because syntactic structures make language speaking well-formed or grammatical
whereas violating them causes ill-formed and ungrammatical speaking.
Some definitions from linguists indicate that syntax is the rule to form
sentences. O’Grady and Dobrovolsky (1989:126) define syntax as rules and
categories system which allows to combine words becoming sentences. Crystal
(1987:346) defines syntax as the study of the way to combine words in order to form
sentences in a language.
The study of syntax consists of phrases, clauses and sentences. Those terms
will be explained as follow:
a. Phrases
According to Finch in Sharhan and Al-Abedi (2018), a phrase is a syntactic
unit which typically consists of more than one word and is intermediate between
word and clause level in sentences.” He adds that in a phrase words go together to
form a ‘single syntactic entity’ which can be moved ‘around’ and also substituted by
another word.
Jackson in Basri (2013:3)classifiesphrases into five types, they are:
1) Prepositional phrase (PP) is a phrase with a preposition as its head.
Forexamples:in the garden, on the floor.
2) Noun phrase (NP) is a phrase with a noun as its head. For examples: a
good man, my beloved mother.
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3) Verb phrase (VP) is a phrase with a verb as its head. For examples: is
speaking, play well.
4)

Adjectival phrase is a phrase with an adjective as its head. For example:

very disgusting.
5) Adverbial phrase is a phrase with an adverb as its head. For example: very
carefully.
b. Clauses
Clauseis a full predication consisting of a subject and a predicate with afinite
verb (Frank in Haryanti, 2018:3). In line with what is said by Hornby (1987:152),
clause is component of a (complex) sentence, with its own subject and predicate,
especially one doing the work of a noun. Clause can be classified into two kinds
those are dependent and independent clause.
1) Independent clause
Independent clause is a complete sentence. It consists of main subject and
verb (Azar, 2002:239). An independent clause is able to stand alone without other
clause because it has had complete meaning.
2) Dependent clause
In contrast with independent clause, this clause cannot stand alone. It always
has connector before the subject.There are some types of dependent clauses
(Ba’dulu, 2009:60-61), they are:
(a) Adverbial clause
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Adverbial clauses are dependent clauses that function as adverbs. They can
express place or location, time or temporal, manner, reason, purpose, and condition.
Example: I was watching movie when he came.
(b) Adjective clause
Adjective clauses are clauses that function like adjectives. They can function
as modifiers of noun in sentences and they are commonly introduced by connectors,
like that, who, whom, etc. Example: The girl who is standing under the tree is my
sister.
(c) Noun clause
Noun clauses are clauses that function or act like nouns. They can function as
the subject, object, or complement. Noun clauses are commonly introduced by
connectors, like what, where, who, etc. Example: I don’t know what to do.
c. Sentence
According to Andersen (2014:1) a sentence is a complete set of words that
conveys meaning. It can communicate a statement, a command, an exclamation, and
a question. One sentence is composed of one or more clause.
Here are the types of sentences:
1) Simple sentence
A simple sentence consists of a subject and at least one finite verb (Eastwood,
2002: 5). Example: it breaks.
2) Compound sentence
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This kind of sentence contains more than one independent clauses affiliated
by conjunctions such as“and”,“or” and “but”. Example: I play football and my sister
eats meatball.
3) Complex sentence
This type of sentence consists of one independent clause and one dependent
clause or more. A complex sentence consists of clauses that are not equal which is in
contrast with compound sentence. For example: Although she buys it for me, I will
never wear it.
3. Taxonomies of Error
Taxonomies of error refer to the classification of error according to some
criteria. Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:147-189) propose four kinds of error
taxonomy. They are the linguistic category classification, the surface structure
taxonomy, the comparative taxonomy, and the communicative effect taxonomy.
a. Linguistic Category Classification
This type of taxonomy classifies the errors according to either or both the
language component or the particular linguistic constituent the error effect (Dulai et
al. 1982:149). The language components consist of phonology, syntax and
morphology, semantic and lexicon and discourse. Constituents consist of the
elements that comprise each language component.
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b. Surface Structure Taxonomy
1) Omission
Omission is the error when an item that is required for an utterance to be
considered grammatical is left out. Omission errors refers to the absence of an item
that must appear in a well-formed utterance. Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982: 154155) suggest that there are two kinds of omission. They are the omission of content
morphemes or major constituents and the omission of grammatical morphemes. The
omission of content morphemes or major constituents includes nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. The omission of grammatical morphemes includes noun and
verb inflections, articles, verb auxiliary and preposition.
2) Addition
Addition is the opposite of omission errors. They are characterized by the
presence of an item which must not be presented in a well-formed utterance. Dulay,
Burt and Krashen (1982: 156-158) say that there are two kinds of addition. They are
double markings and simple additions. Double markings refers to marking two items
rather than one for the same feature like tense. In simple addition, no particular
features characterize the errors.
3) Misformation
Misformation errors are characterized by the usage of the unacceptable or
wrong form of the morpheme or structure. According to Dulay, Burt and Krashen
(1982: 158-161), there are three kinds of misformation. They are regularization,
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archi-forms, and alterning forms. Regularization errors in misformation category are
those in which a regular marker is used in place of an irregular one. Archi-forms are
the selection of one member of a class of forms to represent other in the class. In
alterning forms, the use of archi-forms often gives way to the apparently fairly free
alternation of various members of a class with each other.
4) Misordering
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:162) state that the incorrect placement of a
morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance is characteristic of misordering
error. For example in utterance , “He is all the time late”. All the time is misoredered.
Misordering also occurs systematically for learners in construction that have already
been acquired, spesifically simple (direct) and embedded (indirect) question.
Students also have made written misordering errors that are word-for-word
translation of native language surface structures.
c. Comparative Taxonomy
The classification of errors in a comparative taxonomy is based on
comparison between the structure of L2 errors and certain other types construction
(Dulai et al. 1982:163). For instance, if one used a comparative taxonomy to classify
the errors of Indonesian student learning English, one might compare the structure of
the student’s error to that of errors reported for children acquiring English as first
language.
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d. Communicative Effect Strategy
The communication effect classification deals with error from the perspective
of their effect on the listener or reader (Dulai et al. 1982:189). It focuses on
differentiating between errors that seem to cause misscommunication and those that
do not. Underlying this type of errors analysis is the question about types of errors
render a phrase or sentence is incomprehensible to the listener or reader.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter consists of research method, data souce, research instrument,
procedure of data collection and technique of data analysis.
A. Research Method
The researcher conducted descriptive qualitative research that described the
syntactical errorsin writing produced by the third semester students of English and
Literature Departmentof Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. According
to Maolani and Cahyana (2015:72) descriptive research is an activity that aims to
describe a situation or phenomenon, which is designed to get information in the
present situation. Tailor defines qualitative research as a procedure of research in
resulting descriptive data in written form (Moleoeng, 2009:4). It can be concluded
that descriptive qualitative research is an activity to get descriptive data in written
form.
B. Data Source
In this research, the researcher took the final writing examination sheets of
the third semester students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin State
Islamic University of Makassar in academic year 2018/2019. The researcher chose
one class from three classes. Based on consideration that AG 1 & 2 students had
good competence where the total GPA of AG 1&2 students was 3,63, the total GPA
of AG 3&4 students was 3,51 and the total GPA of AG 5&6 was 3,28 , the
18

researcher chose AG 1&2. Therefore, there were 40 students’ final writing
examination sheets.
C. Research Instrument
The instrument of the research was the researcher herself because the
researcher had the main role in gathering the data. It is in line with what Stainback
and Stainback (1988:20) say, that human being is the instrument who has sufficient
adaptibility to adjust to variety realities that will be faced when doing qualitative
research.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
In collecting the data, the researcher researcher took the final writing
examination sheets of AG 1&2 of the third

semester students of English and

Literature Department of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
In analyzing the collected data, the researcher followed the following steps:
1.

The researcher identified the data that had been collected.

2.

The researcher classified the syntactical errors produced by the students.

3.

The researcher analyzed the syntactical errors produced by the students based

on the surface strategy taxonomy of Dulay’s theory.
4.

The researcher drew conclusion based on the result of the research.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

A. Findings
The researcher finds many syntactical errors produced by the students in their
writing. The errors are classified into four categories. They are omission, addition,
misformation, and misordering. The following table shows the finding of the
research.
Table 4.1 Syntactical Errors in the Surface Strategy Taxonomy and the Most
Dominant Syntactical Errors
No

Surface Strategy Taxonomy

Number of Error

Percentage

1

Omission

328

46,13 %

2

Addition

149

20,95 %

3

Misformation

223

31,36%

4

Misordering

11

1,2%

711

1,54%

Total

The table above shows the number of errors produced by the third semester
students in their writing. The most dominant errors belong to omission. The second
dominant error is misformation. The third is addition error and the last belongs to
misordering.
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In this section, after classifying the syntactical errors, the researcher gives
further analysis and explanation about types of students’ errors by giving some
examples which represent the types of error in the following extracts.
1. Omission

Table 4.1 shows that there are 328 omission errors in students’ writing. They
are divided into omission of head noun, subject, main verb, preposition, article,
plural marker, auxiliary, copula, progressive or gerund marker, regular past, irregular
past, third person singular, infinitive marker, connector and letter of word.
a.

Omission of Head Noun
Based on the finding, there is 1 error made by 1 student in writing as shown

in the following extract;
Exract 1:
I am on my _ to college then I hear _ girl were talking in the bus so seriously.
This sentence was made by the 35th student. It is cetogorized as omission of
head noun, irregular past, article, addition of auxiliary, misformation of copula and
preposition. The copula of the first clause should be in its past form. The head of
noun after the copula is omitted. The sentence talks about someting happening in the
past so the main verb “hear” should be in its irregular past form. The student also
ommits the presence of the article before the object. The other error is the addition
of auxiliary “were’ whereas it is inappropriate because “the girl” is not a subject that
should be followed auxiliary and main verb. The last error is misformation of
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preposition. The proper preposition that should precede the noun “bus” is preposition
“on”. The correct sentence is I was on my way to college then I heard a girl talking
on the bus so seriously.
b. Omission of Subject
Based on the finding, there are 11 errors made by 10 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 2:
It is my fault because _ judge too early.
This sentence is written by the 4th student. It is categorized as omission of
subject, regular past and misformation of copula. The linking verb “is” should be in
the past form because it tells something happening in the past. The second clause
also omits its subject, so there should be subject after the connector and the proper
subject for the sentence is pronoun “I”. The main verb in the second clause also
should be in its regular past form, so it becomes “judged” because it tells an action
that has happened in the past. The correct sentence is It was my fault because I
judged too early.
c.

Omission of Main Verb

Based on the finding, there are 12 errors made by 10 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
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Extract 3:
When I _ back to the home, on the way I saw two people were speaking in the
way.
This sentence is written by the 5th student. It is categorized as omission of
verb, addition of article, auxiliary and adverb. The first clause omits its verb and the
proper verb for that clause is “went” because the sentence tells something happening
in the past. The addition of article “the” before the noun “home” is inappropriate
because it does not refer to specific object or it is something that has not previously
been discussed. The addition of auxiliary “were” is also inappropriate because “the
two people” is not a subject that needs to be followed by verb. The noun “two
people” above is the direct object of the verb “saw” and “speaking” after the object
is present participle which acts as an adjective. The addition of adverb of place “in
the way” is inappropriate because there is also an adverb before the second clause.
The correct sentence is When I went back to home, on the way I saw two people
speaking.
d.

Omission of Preposition

Based on the finding, there are 19 errors made by 12 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 4:
...I thought that they were _ an a relationship.
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This sentence is written by the 3rd student. It is categorized as omission of
preposition and addition of article. After the verb of noun clause, there should be
preposition “in”. The addition of article “an” is inappropriate because there are
double articles before the noun and the initial letter of the noun after the article is a
consonant, so the appropriate article is “a”. The correct sentence is …I thought that
they were in a relationship.
e.

Omission of Article

Based on the finding, there are 8 errors made by 6 students in writing as shown
in the following extract;
Extract 5:
And the last, _ boy promises that he want _ came back home early today…
The sentence above was written by the 23rd student. It

is

categorized

as

omission of article, infinitive marker “to”, regular past tense, addition of connector
and irregular past. The presence of connector “and” at the beginning of the sentence
is inappropriate because one connector that is the connector ‘that’ after the main
verb “promises” is enough to connect two clauses in the sentence. The definite
article of the subject in the main clause is also omitted whereas the subject above
refers to someone that has previously been discussed. The next error is omission of
regular past of the verbs “promises” and “want”. The other errror is omission of
infinitive marker “to” after the verb “want”. The last is inappropriate form of verb
after the infinitive marker “to”. The addition of irregular past form is no need. It
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should be in infinitive form. The correct sentence is The last, the boy promised that
he wanted to come back home early today…
f.

Omission of Plural Marker
Based on the finding, there are 7 errors made by 7 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 6:
They also bought some sandwich and feed each other
The sentence is written by the 6th student. It is categorized as omission of
plural marker and omission of irregular past. The quantifier “some” before the noun
“sandwich” that is modified indicates that the noun after the quantifier should be in
plural form. Because the noun “sandwich” is a countable noun, so the noun should
be added “es” that acts as plural marker. The second verb of the sentence also
should be in its past form, so it becomes “fed” because it is an irregular verb. The
correct sentence is “They also bought some sandwiches and fed each other.”
g.

Omission of Auxiliary

Based on the finding, there are 13 errors made by 11 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 7:
When I _ sitting in the bus, I’m so very tired and want to sleep, but there are
the man and the woman speaking very seriously.
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The sentence is written by the 9th student. It is categorized as omission of
auxiliary, regular past, misformation of preposition, article copula and addition of
adverb. The auxiliary verb of first clause in the sentence is omitted and the
appropriate to fill the blank is the auxiliary “was” because the sentence tells
something happening in the past. The second clause is also inappropriate form of
copula and it should be in the past form of “am” that is “was”. There are also double
adverbs before the adjective, so one of the adverb should be omitted. The second
verb of the second clause also is inappropriate form because of the omission of
regular past tense. The third errors are the inappropriate use of definite article
whereas they should be in indefinite article forms. The last is misformatioan of
copula “are” whereas it should be in past form. The correct sentence is When I was
sitting on the bus, I was very tired and wanted to sleep, but there were a man and a
woman speaking very seriously.
h.

Omission of Copula

Based on the finding, there are 29 errors made by 23 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 8:
Their mom _ always angry because they never clean their bedroom before to go.
This sentence was made by the 28th student. It is categorized as omission of
copula, regular past, gerund marker and addition of infinitive marker “to”. The
copula of the first clause is omitted and the proper copula to fill the blank is “was”.
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The verb of the second clause is also inappropriate form and it should be in its
regular past form. The last errors are the addition of infinitive marker “to” and the
omission of gerund marker. The correct sentence is Their mom was always angry
because they never cleaned their bedroom before going.
i.

Omission of Progressive and Gerund Marker
Based on the finding, there are 10 errors made by 7 students in writing as

shown in the following extracts;
Extract 9:
They were talking about their mom before to go outside.
This sentence is written by the 28 th student. It is categorized as omission of
gerund. The preposition “before” above needs an object and it must be noun. So it
should be in “-ing” form. The correct sentence is “They were talking about their
mom before going outside.”
Another example of omission of progressive marker is given below:
Extract 10:
A woman and a man were sit _ front of me.
This sentence is written by the 22nd student. It is categorized as omission of
progressive form. The main verb after the auxiliary verb should be in progressive
form “sitting”. The correct sentence is “A woman and a man were sit _ front of
me.”
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j.

Omission of Regular Past
Based on the finding, there are 83 errors made by 29 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 11:
The boy laugh and see his hand.
The sentence above was written by the 33rd student. It is categorized as
omission of regular and irregular verb. The verb laugh should be in its regular past
form because the sentence tell something happening in the past and the appropriate
form is “laughed”. The other error is omission of irregular past tense that is the
inappropriate form of the verb “see”. It should be “saw”. The correct sentence is The
boy laughed and saw his hand.
k.

Omission of Irregular Past
Based on the finding, there are 85 errors made by 28 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 12:
And from there, I know _ they are siblings _ the children _ to love very much
for their mom.
The sentence above was written by the 36th student. It is categorized as
omission of irregular past, regular past , connector, addition of connector, infinitive
marker “to”, preposition, misformation of direct object, copula and misordering of
adverb. The presence of the connector “and” in the beginning of sentence is
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inappropriate. The object of preposition of “from” should be “that”. The verb of the
main clause is also not in its irregular past form whereas the sentence tells something
which has happened in the past. The noun clause as the direct object of “know”
misses its connector. The next error is the form of copula “are” that should be in its
past form. Because there are two objects of the noun clause, there should connector
to connect both of them. Adjective clause that follows the object “the children”
misses its connector. The next error is omisssion of regular past tense of the adjective
clause. The addition of infinitive marker before the main verb of the adjective clause
is inapproprite. The last errors are misoredering of adverb “very much” and the
addition of preposition “for”. The correct sentence is From that, I knew that they
were siblings and the children who loved their mom very much.
l.

Omission of Third Person Singular
Based on the finding, there are 2 errors made by 1 student in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 13:
The girl said, ".... She needs you _ she want to meet you..”.
This sentence was made by the 13th student. It is categorized as omission of
third person singular and connector. There are two clauses inside the quoatation but
they are not connected by connector, so the presence of connector between those
two clauses are needed. The second clause also misses the addition “s” following
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the verb because the subject is third person singular. The correct sentence is The girl
said, ".... She needs you and she wants to meet you..”.
m. Omission of Infinitive Marker “To”
Based on the finding, there are 2 errors made by 2 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 14:
...He said “Mom, me too. I want to you _ send me money. There is something
_ i must to pay”.
The sentence above was written by the 31th student. It is categorized as
omission of infinitive marker “to”, connector, addition of preposition and infinitive
marker “to”. Addition of preposition before the object “you” is inappropriate. After
the object “you”, there should be infinitive marker “to”. The second sentence inside
the quotation has no connector which indicates the adjective clause. The last error is
the addition of infinitive marker “to” whereas after modal verb, there must be
infinitive verb. The correct sentence is ....He said “Mom, me too. I want you to send
me money. There is something that I must pay.”
n.

Omission of Connector
Based on the finding, there are 34 errors made by 23 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
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Extract 15:
I can know _ they _ brother and sisters because I heard they speak about
family.
The sentence above was written by the 17th student. It is categorized as
omission of connector, copula, misformation of auxiliary and object pronoun. The
auxiliary verb in the first clause is inappropriate because it is not in past form. The
noun clause that becomes the object of the verb “know” has no connector which
indicates the presence of the clause. The noun clause also misses its linking verb or
copula that should be in past form. The last clause also has inappropriate object
pronoun. It should be in objective pronoun “them’. The correct sentence is I could
know that they were brother and sisters because I heard them speak about family.
o.

Omission of Letter of Word
Based on the finding, there are 12 errors made by 10 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 16:
The man answer “Ah.. Oh my god, I am forgot, I haven’t asked a permission
to mother and father abut this journey.”
The sentence above is written by the 27th student. It is categorized as
omission of letter of word, regular past, addition of auxiliary. The verb “answer” is
inappropriate because it should be in past form spesifically in its regular past form.
The addition of auxiliary “am” is also inappropriate in that sentence. The omission
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of letter of the word “abut” makes the sentence is inappropriate. The correct
sentence is The man answered “Ah.. Oh my god, I forgot, I haven’t asked a
permission to mother and father about this journey.”
2.

Addition
Table 4.1 shows that there are 149 addition errors in students’ writing. They

are addition of regular past, irregular past, article, preposition, infinitive marker
“to”, connector, auxiliary, adverb, plural marker, progressive/gerund marker,
subject, verb and word letter.
a.

Addition of Regular Past
Based on the finding, there are 12 errors made by 10 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 17:
“…We have to surprised her..”
This sentence is written by the 7th student. It is categorized as addition of
regular past. From the quotation sentence above, the addition of regular past after
“to” is inappropriate because after “to”, it should be infinitive verb. The correct
sentence is “…We have to surprise her..”
b.

Addition of Irregular Past
Based on the finding, there are 16 errors made by 12 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
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Extract 18:
Then a boy said _ he cannot because he must went to has done this
assignment in his friend’s home.
The sentence above was made by the 30th student. It is categorized as addition
of irregular past tense, word letter, omission of connector, misformation of article
and auxiliary. The use of article “a” before the noun “boy” is inappropriate because
the noun refers to someone that has previously been discussed, so the approprriate
article is “the”. The absence of connector after the verb “said” is inappropriate
because the noun clause should be preceded by connector “that”. The form of
auxiliary modal “cannot” should be in past form because it tells something
happening in the past. In affirmative sentence, modal should be followed by base
form but in the sentence above , it is followed by irregular past form. The last error
is the addition of letter in word “this” that should be “his”. The correct sentence is
Then the boy said that he couldn’t because he must go to has done his assignment
in his friend’s home.
c.

Addition of Article
Based on the finding, there are 12 errors made by 9 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 19:
For the first, I guest _ they were a married couple....
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The sentence above was made by the 22nd student. It is categorized as
addition of article, misformation of preposition, regular past and omission of
connector. The appropriate form of adverb in the beginning of sentence should be
“at first”. The article “the” is not needed

and the proper preposition is “at”

instead of “for”. The form of verb “guest” is inappropriate because the regular
past form for the verb is “guessed”. The last error is omission of the connector
“that” which indicates the presence of noun clause. The correct sentence is At
first, I guessed that they were a married couple....
d.

Addition of Preposition
Based on the finding, there are 11 errors made by 9 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 20:
Until I arrived to the mall I still think of about …..the conversation in the
buss, I miss my mom to and I wanna hug her.
The sentence above is written by the 36 th student. It is categorized as addition
of preposition, letter of word, misformation of preposition, the omission of letter of
word, irregular and irregular past. The verb “arrived” in the sentence should be
followed by preposition “at”. Because the sentence tells something happening in the
past so the verbs “think” and “miss” should be in past form. The addition of the
preposition “of” is also inappropriate because there will be double prepositions. So
one of them should be omitted. The last error is the omission of word letter in the
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word “to” that should become “too”. The correct sentence is Until I arrived at the
mall I still thought about…the conversation on the bus. I missed my mom too and I
wanna hug her.
e.

Addition of Infinitive Marker “To”
Based on the finding, there are 4 errors made by 4 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 21:
Because I was bored, so I just focused to hear them.
The sentence above was written by the 40th student. It is categorized as
addition of infinitive marker “to” and omission gerund marker. The second clause of
the sentence has “focused” as main verb but is followed by to infinitive so the
sentence becomes incorrect. The infinitive marker “to” should be omitted and the
base verb after “to” should be in gerund form. The correct sentence is Because I was
bored, so I just focused on hearing them.
f.

Addition of Connector
Based on the finding, there are 20 errors made by 10 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 22:
But, I hear what they _ talking about.
This sentence was written by the 24th student. It is categorized as addition of
connector, omission of irregular past and auxiliary. The connector “but” at the
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beginning of the sentence is inappropriate because it does not connect two clauses.
The verb “hear” also should be in its irregular past form because the sentence tells
something happening in the past. Auxiliary verb in noun clause that becomes the
object of main verb “hear” is omitted and the proper auxiliary to fill the blank is
“were”. The correct sentence is I heard what they were talking about.
g.

Addition of Auxiliary
Based on the finding, there are 43 errors made by 23 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 23:
I saw they are talking about the serious topic.
This sentence was written by the 15 th student. It is categorized as addition of
auxiliary, misformation of object pronoun and article. As the direct object of the
verb “saw”, they must be in objective pronoun form. The presence of auxiliary
“are” also becomes in appropriate. The last error is the article “the” should be
changed to “a” because the noun is not something that has previously mentioned.
The correct sentence is I saw them talking about a serious topic.
h.

Addition of Adverb
Based on the finding, there are 6 errors made by 5 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
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Extract 24:
In a bus there are boy and girl behind my seat talking in the bus and they are
loke like siblings.
This sentence was made by the 11th student. It is categorized as addition of
adverb, auxiliary, misformation of preposition, copula and regular past. The
appropriate preposition that always precedes the noun bus is the preposition “on”.
The copula “are” also should be in past form. The addition of adverb “in the bus” is
also inappropriate because there has been adverb at the beginning of the sentence.
The second clause of the sentence also has addition of auxiliary that is incorrect for
the sentence. The form of the verb “loke” is also inappropriate, because the proper
form for the regular past verb is “looked”. The correct sentence is On a bus there
were boy and girl behind my seat talking and they looked like siblings.
i.

Addition of Plural Marker
Based on the finding, there are 5 errors made by 3 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 25:
I _ really really confused _ they are brother and sister or _ couples.
This sentence was made by the 19th student. It is categorized as addition of
plural marker, omission of copula, connector, article and misformation of copula.
The omission of copula in the main clause becomes the first error. The next clause
also misses its connector and the proper connector for the clause is “whether”. The
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copula is also inappropriate form. It should be in past form that is “were” because the
sentence tells something happening in the past. The addition of plural marker in the
noun “couple” is incorrect because it refers only to one couple so it should be “ a
couple” which is preceded by indefinite article “a”. The correct sentence is I was
really really confused whether they were brother and sister or a couple.
j.

Addition of Verb
Based on the finding, there are 2 errors made by 2 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 26:
Sometime if her talk with him I always heard they talking about their family
and someday their talk want to go to grandmother’s hometown.
This sentence was written by the 8th student. It is categorized as addition of
verb, omission of letter of word, regular past, misformation of subject pronoun,
preposition and object pronoun. The adverb “sometime” misses one letter of word
that is “s”. The proper subject pronouns are “she” instead of “her” and “they” instead
of “their”. The verbs in the first and the third clause also should be in its regular past
form because the sentence tells something happening in the past. The object of verb
in the second clause is also incorrect. It should be “them”. The last error is the
addition of verb “talk” whereas the verb “want” has been enough to make the proper
sentence. The correct sentence is Sometimes if she talked to him I always heard
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them talking about their family and someday they wanted to go to grandmother’s
hometown.
k.

Addition of Subject
Based on the finding, there is 1 error made by 1 student in writing as shown

in the following extract;
Extract 27:
.....and then I know that they are a brother and sister who they parents _
dead because _ the accident.
This sentence was made by the 9th student. It is categorized as addition of
subject, omission of irregular past, copula, preposition, misformation of copula and
connector. The verb

“know” should be in its irregular past form because the

sentence tells something happening in the past. The proper form of the copula “are”
also should be “were”. Adjective clause that modifies the noun “a brother and sister”
has incorrect connector. The proper connector is “whose parents” that is followed
directly by the noun “parents”. The subject “they” also should be omitted and the
addition of copula “were” to link the subject and the subject complement is needed.
The other error is omission of the connector “of” before the object of preposition
“accident”. The last is the inappropriate use of definite article whereas it should be
indefinite article “a”. The correct sentence is ..... and then I knew that they were a
brother and sister whose parents were dead because of an accident.
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i. Addition of Progressive/Gerund Marker
Based on the finding, there are 9 errors made by 6 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 28:
Their mom was sick and the girl is so sad to talking with the boy.
The sentence is written by the 36 th student. It is categorized as addition of
progressive marker, misformation of copula and preposition. The copula of the
second clause should be in its past form “was”. “To” also should be followed by
infinitive verb, but in the sentence it is followed by verb with “-ing” so it becomes
inappropriate. The last, the preposition that should be attached after the verb “talk”
is “to”. The correct sentence is Their mom was sick and the girl was so sad to talk to
the boy.
j.

Addition of Word Letter
Based on the finding, there are 8 errors made by 4 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 29:
I go to the buss stop.
The sentence above was written by the 38th student. It is categorized as
addition in word letter, misformation of irregular verb. The verb of the sentence
above should be in its irregular past form because the sentence tells something
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happening in the past. The second error is the addition of word letter in the worf
“buss” that is inapopriate. The correct sentence is I went to the bus stop.
Misformation

3.

Table 4.1 shows that there are 223 misformation errors in students’ writing.
They are misformation of regular past tense, object pronoun, auxiliary, preposition,
subject pronoun, possesive pronoun, negative, article, copula, gerund or progressive
marker, plural and word.
a.

Misformation of Regular Past

Based on the finding, there are 6 errors made by 4 students in writing as shown
in the following extract;
Extract 30:
The boy repliyed “3 o’clock, why?”
The sentence above was written by the 33rd student. It is categorized as
misformation of regular past. The appropriate form of the regular verb “reply” is
“replied”. The correct sentence is The boy replied “3 o’clock, why?”
b.

Misformation of Object Pronoun

Based on the finding, there are 20 errors made by 15 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 31:
When I ask they, they said “I am Vera and he _ Very. We are brother and
sister”
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This sentence is written by the 5th student. It is categorized as misformation of
pronoun, misformation of verb and omission verb. The verb in the first clause has to
be in past form because it tells something happening in the past. The object of the
verb “ask” is also inappropriate because it is not in its objective pronoun form. The
last error is the omission of main verb. The proper linking verb to complete the
clause is “is”. The correct sentence is When I asked them, they said “I am Vera and
he is Very. We are brother and sister”
c.

Misformation of Auxiliary
Based on the finding, there are 49 errors made by 23 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 32:
I am standing at the halte in front of my campus.
The sentence above is written by the 33rd student. It is categorized as
misformation of auxiliary. The auxiliary in the sentence above should be in its past
form because the sentence tells something that has happened in the past. The correct
sentence is I was standing at the halte in front of my campus.
d.

Misformation of Preposition
Based on the finding, there are 46 errors made by 29 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 33:
In a bus I saw two people were talking _ each other.
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This sentence was written by the 1st student. It is categorized as misformation
of preposition, omission of preposition and addition of auxiliary. Preposition “In” at
the beginning of the sentence is inappropriate and the proper one is preposition “on”.
The addition of auxiliary after the direct object “two people” is inappropriate because
the noun “two people” is not a subject that needs to be followed by auxiliary and
main verb. The last error is the omission of preposition “to”. The correct sentence is
On a bus I saw two people talking to each other.
e.

Misformation of Subject Pronoun
Based on the finding, there are 9 errors made by 6 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 34:
Me and Dhiyah just smile when we were looking at them…
The sentence above was written by the 6th student. It is categorized as
misformation of subject pronoun and omission of regular past. The use of “me” is
only for object pronoun so the use of “me” as the subject pronoun in the sentence is
inappropriate. The verb also should be in its regular past form because the sentence
tells something happening in the past. The correct sentence is I and Dhiyah just
smiled when we were looking at them….
f.

Misformation of Possesive Pronoun
Based on the finding, there are 6 errors made by 6 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
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Extract 35:
But I hear they talking about how she help there mother _ the house.
This sentence was written by the 10th student. It is categorized as misformation
of possesive pronoun, object pronoun, addition of connector, omission of
preposition, irregular and regular verb. The connector “but” is unnecessary because
there is no clause that has to be connected. The verb “hear” also should be in its
irregular past form because the sentence tells something happening in the past. The
object of the verb “hear” is also inappropriate because it is in subject pronoun form.
The other error is the verb “help” that is not in its regular past form whereas the
sentence tells something that has happened in the past. The possesive pronoun that
should precede the noun “mother” is not proper. It is writen “there” whereas it should
be “their”. The last error is the omission of preposition “in” before the noun “house”.
The correct sentence is I heard them talking about how she helped their mother in
the house.
g.

Misformation of Negative
Based on the finding, there 1 error made by 1 student in writing as shown in

the following extract;
Extract 36:
........when we were children you always got punishment from Daddy because
you wonnot hear what his needed...
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This sentence was written by the 22 nd student. It is categorized as misformation
of negative and subject pronoun. The short form of “will not” in the sentence is
inappropriate. It is written “wonnot” whereas it should be “won’t”. The other error is
the inappropriate form of subject pronoun. It is written “his” whereas it should be
“he”. The correct sentence is .....when we were children you always got punishment
from Daddy because you won’t hear what he needed...
h.

Misformation of Article
Based on the finding, there are 7 errors made by 4 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 37:
And I see the girl hug a old woman and say “I miss you mom”.
This sentence was written by the 19th student. It is categorized as misformation
of article, addition of connector and omission of irregular past. The connector “and”
at the beginning of the sentence is in appropriate because there is no clause that
should be connected. The verb “see” also should in its irregular past form because it
tells something happening in the past. The last error is the inappropriate use of
indefinite article “a”. The proper article that should precede the noun phrase “old
woman” is the article “an” because the noun phrase is preceded by a vowel. The
correct sentence is I saw the girl hug an old woman and say “I miss you mom”.
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i.

Misformation of Copula
Based on the finding, there are 64 errors made by 23 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 38:
I am quite tired from an the activities.
The sentence above was written by the 14th student. It is categorized as
misformation of copula, preposition and addition of article. The copula of the
sentence should be in past form because the sentence tells something happening in
the past. The preposition that should follow the adjective “tired” is the preposition
“of”. The addition of the article “an” is inappropriate because there are more than one
article that modify the noun. The correct sentence is I was quite tired of the activities.
j. Misformation of Progressive or Gerund Marker
Based on the finding, there is 1 error made by 1 student in writing as shown
in the following extract;
Extract 39:
...“If there _ any choice apart from left this town. I do not think so”, said the
female....
The sentence above was written by the 14th student. It is categorized as
misformation of gerund marker, omission of copula and plural marker. The omission
of copula in the first sentence becomes the first error. The plural marker that should
be added to the noun “choice” is omitted whereas the presence of quantifier before
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the noun indicates that the noun should be in its plural form. The last is the
inappropriate form of the object of preposition “from”. It should be gerund that is
“leaving”. The correct sentence is If there are any choices apart from leaving this
town. I do not think so”, said the female.
k.

Misformation of Plural
Based on the finding, there are 8 errors made by 6 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 40:
I heard the women call a men.
This sentence was written by the 16th student. It is categorized as
misformation of plural. The appropriate forms of the noun are “the woman” and “a
man” because they refer to only one woman and one man. The correct sentence is I
heard the woman call a man.
l. Misformation of Word
Based on the finding, there are 10 errors made by 8 students in writing as
shown in the following extract;
Extract 41:
I did not mind to spied what they were talking about….
This sentence was written by the 32nd student. It is categorized as
misformation of word and addition of regular past. The proper word for the sentence
is the verb “mean”. The addition of regular past after infinitive marker “to” is
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inappropriate because it shoud be infinitive verb. The correct sentence is I did not
mean to spy what they were talking about.
Misordering

4.

Table 4.1 shows that there are 11 omission in students’ writing. They are
misordering of auxiliary in simple question, adverb and noun phrase.
a.

Misordering of Auxiliary in Simple Question
Based on the finding, there are 5 errors made by 3 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
Extract 42:
“So what we can do the next? Are we still live without parents?”
This sentence was written by the 9th student. It is categorized as misordering of
auxiliary in simple question, addition of article and misformation of auxiliary. The
right order for the question is the auxiliary verb should precede the subject. In the
first clause, the auxiliary “can” should precede the subject “we”. The presence of
article “the” is also incorrect. The next clause also should use auxiliary “do” not
“are. The correct sentence is “So what can we do next? Do we still live without
parents?”
b.

Misordering of Adverb
Based on the finding, there are 2 errors made by 2 students in writing as

shown in the following extract;
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Extract 43:
Maybe you _ honest more than me.
This sentence was written by the 4th student. It is categorized as misordering of
adverb and omission of copula. The copula which links between the subject and the
subject complement is omitted. The order of the adverb is inappropriate because the
adverb should precede the adjective. The correct sentence is Maybe you were more
honest than me.
c.

Misordering of Noun Phrase

Based on the finding, there are 4 errors made by 3 students in writing as shown
in the following extract;
Extract 44:
When I stop in station bus, they leave a bags.
The sentence is written by the 19th student. It is categorized as misordering of
word, misformation of verb and, addition of plural maker. The verb should be in
past form because it tells something happening in the past. The same error also
happens to the next clause’s verb “leave” that should be in its past form. The last
error is the addition of plural marker “s” after “bag” inappropriate because the bag is
actually singular that is signified by the presence of article “a” before the noun. The
correct sentence is When I stopped in bus station, they left a bag.
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B. Discussion
From the finding above, it can be concluded that many students make errors
in their writing. The errors are devided into four kinds. They are omission, addition,
misformation and misordering. In this section, the researcher will give further
discussion about the syntactical errors produced by the third semester students in
their writing.
1.

Omission
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:154-155) classify the kinds of omission into

two. They are omission of major constituents that consist of noun, verb, adjective,
adverb and grammatical morphemes that consist of noun and verb inflections, article,
verb auxiliaries and preposition.
From the finding, the researcher finds those two kinds of omission error that
are committed by the students in their writing. In major constituents, the researcher
finds that there are only omission of head noun, subject and main verb. In
grammatical morphemes, there are omission of preposition, article, plural marker,
auxiliary, copula, progressive/gerund marker, regular past, irregular past, third
person singular, infinitive marker “to”, connector and letter of word.
Omission errors in the students’ writing become the most dominant error
produced by the students. This kind of error occurs in students’ writing because the
students are omitting some parts of the sentence that make sentence incomplete. It is
in contrast to the previous finding by Rahmaniar (2013) entitled “Grammatical Errors
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Produced by the Speakers of English Corner Program on TVRI Makassar”. In her
research, she finds that omission becomes the third highest errors produced by the
speaker of English Corner Program.
2.

Addition
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:156-158) classify two kinds of addition.

They are double marking and simple addition. In double marking, there are addition
of present indicative, regular past, irregular past, direct object. In simple addition,
there are addition of third person singular, past tense, article and preposition.
From the finding, the researcher finds those two kinds of addition error that
are committed by the students in their writing. In double marking, there are only
addition of regular past and irregular past. In simple addition, there are addition of
article and preposition. Other addition errors are also found such as addition of
connector,

auxiliary,

adverb,

plural

marker,

verb,

subject

pronoun,

progressive/gerund marker, and letter of word.
Addition errors in the students’ writing become the third highest errors
produced by the students. This kind of error occurs in students’ writing because the
students are adding unnecessary item to their sentence that actually does not need to
appear in well-form sentence. It is in contrast to the previous finding by Rahmaniar
(2013). She finds that addition becomes the second highest errors produced by the
speaker.
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3.

Misformation
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:158-161) classify two kinds of misformation.

They are overgeneralization and archi/alternating form. In regularization, there are
misformation of reflexive pronoun, regular past, third person singular and plural. In
archi/alternating form, there are misformation of auxiliary, preposition, subject
pronoun, possesive pronoun, negative and quantifier.
From the finding, the researcher finds those two kinds of addition error that
are committed by the students in their writing. In regularization, there are
misformation of regular

past and plural. In archi/alternating

form,

there are

misformation of auxiliary, preposition, subject pronoun, possesive pronoun, and
negative. The researcher also finds addition of object pronoun, article, copula and
word.
Misformation in students’ writing becomes the second highest error
produced by the students. This kind of error occurs in students’ writing because the
students are using the wrong form morpheme or structure in their sentence. It is in
contrast to the previous finding of Rahmaniar (2013). In her result of the research,
misformation becomes the most dominant error.
4.

Misordering
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:162-163) classify three kinds of misordering.

They are auxiliary in simple question, auxiliary in embedded question and adverb.
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From the finding, the researcher finds only two kinds of addition. They are
auxiliary in simple question and adverb. Another misordering is also found. It is
misordering of noun phrase.
Misordering in students’ writing becomes the lowest error produced by the
students. This kind of error occurs in students’ writing because the students are
making incorrect placement of a morpheme or group of morphemes in their sentence.
It is similar to the previous finding by Rahmaniar (2013). She also finds that
misordering becomes the lowest errors commited by the speaker of English
Corner Program.
From the finding, the researcher finds that many students still make error
in arranging sentences. Because of that reason, the researcher wants to give some
solutions that can reduce syntactical errors produced by the students. The researcher
thinks that student should read more grammar book in order to know how to arrange
sentence well. After reading some books of grammar, the student also should
practice more to arrange a good sentence such as writing a journal.
Nowadays, many things could help student in improving their skill in writing.
Student could read articles or other kind of English text on. By reading more text in
English, the student could improve his mastering of vocabularies and get used to
English text.

There are also many applications on internet that could support

student’s learning in English.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions
From the findings and the discussion before, the researcher makes conclusions
that:
1.

The third semester students of English and Literature Department of Alauddin
State Islamic University of Makassar produced many errors in syntax. They are
divided into four categories. They are 328 omission errors, 149 addition errors,
223 misformation errors, and 11 misordering errors.

2.

The most dominant errors produced by third semester students of English and
Literature Department of Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar are
omission.

B. Suggestions
Based on the result of this study, the researcher suggests that:
1. For the third semester students of English and Literature Department of
Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar, it is important to study syntax
because the inappropriate arrangement of sentences in writing can cause
misunderstanding in conveying the intended idea.
2. For the English learners, it is very significant to study syntax in order to master
English.
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APPENDICES

Students’ Error Data
O

: Omission

A

: Addition

MF

: Misformation

MO

: Misordering

S
t
u
d
e
n
t
1

Error

O

A

M

M

F

O

√

In a bus I saw two people

Correction

On a bus I saw two people

were talking _ each other.

√

√

talking to each other.

It was make me interested.

√

√

It made me interested.
√

....... I can say that the two
people were brother and sister.

I could say that the two
people were

brother

and

sister

2

Beside that, the guy wear √

Beside that, the guy wore

junior high school uniform

junior high school uniform

and the girl wear senior high √

and the girl wore senior high

school uniform.

school uniform.

They were brother and sister _ √

They were brother and sister

not a couple.

and not a couple.

.....I _ close with two people √
__ boy and girl.

√

….I thought that they were _ √

√

....I was close to two people
that were boy and girl.
…I thought that they were in

√

an a relationship.

a relationship.
√

..... I can conclude that they
were not a boy with her

were not a boy with her

girlfriend.

girlfriend.

The

boy

continue

their √

The boy continued their

conversation.
3

I could conclude that they

conversation.
√

Because I have asked to mom
and dad…what time it start.

√

√

Because I had asked mom
and

dad…what

time

it

started.
From the first, I think that √

√

they are a couple.
4

√

At first, I thought that they

√

were a couple.

.... I saw two people who
speak in the bus.

.... I saw two people who
√

√

I think__ they were a couple √

I thought that they were a
√

but I am wrong.
When they are speak again, I √

√

listen _ what they have talked √

√

about.

couple but I was wrong.
When they spoke again, I

√

listened to what they talked
about.

√

She said “did mom gave you
money last night?” and the
woman answer…..

spoke on the bus.

She said “did mom give you
money last night?” and the

√

woman answered…..

“She ask me to give you half √

“She asked me to give you

of my money..”

half of my money..”

Our mom is never change.

√

√

Our mom never changed.

Since we were kids, she

Since we were kids, she

always give you much money √

always

gave

you

much

but ask you to give me half of √

money but asked you to give

that.

me half of that.

Maybe you _ honest more √

√

than me.

you

were

more

honest than me.
√

They are laugh _ each other.
From they’re conversation, I

5

Maybe

√

They laughed at each other.

√

From their conversation, I

know that they were not a √

knew that they were not a

couple but brother and sister.

couple but brother and sister.

It is my fault because _ judge √

It was my fault because I

too early.

judged too early.

When I _back to the home, on √

√

When I went back to home,

the way I saw two people

on the way I saw two people
√

were speaking in the way.

speaking.
√

It is to happy together.

They

were

too

happy

together.
There has a same face.

√

√

They had the same face.

They use the couple clothes_ √

They used the couple clothes
√

is color red and yellow.

√

which colors were red and
yellow.

I wait_ the bus till the bus √
arrive in the place.

I waited for the bus till the

√

√

When I enter inside of bus, I √
sit on behind and suddenly I √

bus arrived at the place.
When I entered inside of

√

bus,

I

sat

behind

and

saw the same people using the

suddenly I saw the same

same clothes.

people
clothes.

using

the

same

√

They are sitting beside my

They were sitting beside my

chair.

chair.

They speak about something.

√

They spoke about something.
√

It is too calm again.

It was too calm again.

They mention about mother, √

They
√

mother and mother and this

and the story about uncle and

√

live grandfather.

√
√

It is too awesome to see they.

about

mother, mother and mother

√

story about uncle and where is

mentioned

where grandfather lived.
It was too awesome to see
them.

The bus _still around the way.

√

The bus was still around the
way.

They laugh together and they √

They laughed together and

like √

they told again something

traveling together _ their big √

like traveling together with

family.

their big family.

tell

again

something

The girls is a little bit noishly

√

√

than the boy and they discuss

The girl was a little bit noisy
than

√

about pay by money in the √

the

boy

and

they

discussed about paying by

bus.

money on the bus.

The girl said “ you must pay

The girl said “ you must pay

this bus because mom say to √

this bus because mom said to

me and I don’t have money

me and I don’t have money

now.”

now.”

It is means_ they are siblings, √
sister and brother.

√

√

It meant that they were
siblings, sister and brother.

It make sure _ they are √

√

siblings.

siblings.

It is important but funny.

√

It was important but funny.

...and of course they are

√

...and of course they were

brother and sister because of_ √

√

brother and sister because
√

clothes is the same shape and
colour.

the clothes were the same
shape and colour.

We can know _ they are √

√

We could know that they

family, friend or new people

were family, friend or new

by their look.

people by their look.

When I ask they, they said “I √

6

It made sure that they were

√

When I ask them, they said

am Vera and he _ Very. We √

“I am Vera and he is Very.

are brother and sister”

We are brother and sister”

I _ kind of like going to √

I was kind of like going to

somewhere by bus.

somewhere by bus.
√

After sat down, I saw those
very cute boy and girl….

After sitting down, I saw
those very cute boy and
girl….

√

Dhiyah were super jealous

Dhiyah was super jealous

because she wanted to have a

because she wanted to have a

cute boyfriend.

cute boyfriend.
√

Those couple looked so cute
together.
They were always pranked
each other and laugh at the √

The couple looked so cute
together.

√

They always pranked each
√

other and laughed on the

bus, in front of me and

bus, in front of me and

Dhiyah.

Dhiyah.

They

also

bought

some

They

sandwich and feed each other. √

also

bought

some

sandwiches and fed each
other.

Me and Dhiyah just smile √

√

I and Dhiyah just smiled

when we were looking at

when we were looking at

them…

them…

After a few minutes, the girl _ √

After a few minutes, the girl

finally ready to stop the bus

was finally ready to stop the

because I believe _ they were √

bus because I believed that

not in the same school.

they were not in the same
school.
√

They are a brother and sister.

They were a brother and
sister.

7

I sit in the bus comfortly.

√

I do not know who they are....

√

I sat on the bus comfortly.

√

I did not know who they
were....

Okay, let me write down here

Okay, let me write down here
√

what I heard from they.

what I heard from them.

“Well, this is January and we

“Well, this is January and we

know that mom _ born in √

know that mom _ born in

January, at 29th. What _ your √

√

January, 29th. What is your

plan to celebrate mom’s day?”

plan to

celebrate

mom’s

day?”
√

“…We have to surprised

“…We have to surprise

her..”
I know that they are siblings.

her..”
√

√

I

knew that

siblings.

they were

8

I can know _ they _ brother √

√

I could know that they were

and sister from what their _ √

√

brother and sister from what

talking about.

they were talking about.

The sister tell her brother √

The sister told her brother
√

about her very miss to their

√

parents and I look_ their faced √
√

_like little __ same.

parents and I looked their
√

face that was the same.

Sometime if her talk with √

√

Sometimes if she talked to

him I always heard they

√

him I always heard them

talking about their family and

talking about their family and
√

someday their talk want to go √
to grandmother’s hometown.
And I can conclude that their

√

√

I could conclude that they
were sister and brother from

√

talking.

someday they wanted to go
to grandmother’s hometown.

_ sister and brother from their √

9

about her longing to their

When I _ sitting in the bus, I √

their talk.
√

When I was sitting on the

√

bus, I was very tired and

sleep, but there are the man

√

wanted to sleep, but there

and the woman speaking very

√

were a man and a woman

am so very tired and want to √

√

seriously.
I

think_

speaking very seriously.
they

are

has √

√

I thought that they had

problem, but I don’t know √

problem, but I didn’t know

what, they are like a wife and √

√

husband.
Man

what, they were like a wife
and husband.

: But, I don’t

Man

: But, I don’t

like if we get poor, I am so

√

like if we get poor, I very

very hated the situation.

√

hate the situation.

Woman

: _ don’t know √
√

what can we do in the next

√

family

remember that _ this situation

remember

there are the best plan for god √

√

but

you

that

in

still
this

situation there is the best plan

to our family.

from god to our family.
√

: so what we
√

can do the next? Are we still

√

Man

: so what can

we do next? Do we still live

live without parents?

without parents?

..... and then I know that they √

..... and then I knew that they
√

are a brother and sister who
they parents _ dead because _ √
the accident.
10

what we can do next without

without family but you still

Man

: I don’t know

Woman

√

√

Someday I want to traditional

were a brother and sister
whose parents were dead

√

because of an accident.

√

Someday

market with my mother.

I

went

to

traditional market with my
mother.

When I _ in the bus with my √

When I was on the bus with

mother, I see two people very √

my mother, I saw two people
√

closed.

very close.

I think_ maybe they have √

I thought that maybe they

relationship.

had relationship.

Ok, I do not care because I
am_ single woman.

√

√

Ok, I did not care because I

√

was a single woman.

At along away they always

At along away they always

talking.

√

But I hear they talking about √

√

how she help there mother _ √

talked.
√

I heard them talking about

√

how she helped their mother

the house.

in the house.

They wake up in the middle of √

They woke up in the middle

night to change _ pants _ her √

of night to change the pants

little sister.

ofher little sister.

And I _ shock and my mind √

I was shocked and my mind

say “Oh..! I am wrong. They √

said “Oh..! Iam wrong. They

√

are brother and sister, just it.

One day I _ back to hometown √

One day I went back to

by a bus.

hometown by a bus.

is brother and sister, jus it.
11

√

In a bus there are boy and girl
behind my seat talking in the

√

bus and they are loke like

√

On a bus there were boy and
girl behind my seat talking

√

and they looked like siblings.

siblings.
The_ wearing _ same clothes √
and I hear they talking about √

13

√

clothes and I heard them

family with the same mom and

talking about family with the

dad.

same mom and dad.

I think_

12

They were wearing the same

they were brother √

I thought that they were

and sister.

brother and sister.

Sister: Wow.. _ sounds great. √

Sister: Wow..It sounds great.

Just go and dad will _ angry √

Just go and dad will be angry

with you.

with you.

I hear from two people in the √

√

I heard from two people on

bus what they were talking

the bus what they were

about.

talking about.

The boy said, "I am so

The boy said, "I am so

busy......I _ so sorry."

√

busy......I am so sorry."

The girl said, ".... She needs

The girl said, ".... She needs

you _ she want to meet you..”. √

you and she wants to meet
you..”.

The girls said, "I will wait for

The girls said, "I will wait for

you. Let see .. Mom _ _ √

you. Let see .. Mom will be

officially so happy if she see √

√

so happy if she sees your

your face....”

face....”
√

That conversation is the way I

14

That conversation was the

know that they are brother √

way I knew that they were

and sister.

brother and sister.
√

In the middle of night, i am

In the middle of night, i was

waiting for a bus to show up in

waiting for a bus to show up

a bus stop.

in a bus stop.

I am quite tired from an the

√

√

activities.

I was quite tired of the
activities.

My phone is also low battery,

√

My phone was also low

so i am just gonna sleep in the

√

battery, so i was just gonna

bus for a while.

sleep on the bus for a while.
√

Sadly, I cannot because in the

Sadly, I couldn’t because on

bus there_ to people, male and √

the bus there were two

female, chatting not loudly.

people, male and female,
chatting not loudly.

But, i can hear a view of their

√

√

I could hear a few of their

conversation.

conversation.

“If there _ any choice apart √

“If there are any choices

from left this town. I do not

√

apart from leaving this town.

think so”, said the female.

I do not think so”, said the
female.

“ I am going to raise him, even

“ I am going to raise him,
√

dad and mom do not agreed

even dad and mom do not

with our relationship, but I am

agree with our relationship,

still going to rise him” said the

but I am still going to rise

female.

him” said the female.

The male is quite that time

√

But, i do not care about that.

√

The male was quite that time.
√

I did not care about that.

I suddenly stop the bus and √

I suddenly stopped the bus

ran as fast as I could and try to √

and ran as fast as I could and

forget what I just heard earlier.

tried to forget what I just
heard earlier.
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I

saw

two

people

were

√

speaking in the bus.
I saw they are talking about

√

the serious topic.

I saw two people speaking on
√

the bus.

√

I saw them talking about a

√

serious topic.

_ _ their mother’s birthday √

It

party and they want to give a √

birthday

surprise to her mother.

wanted to give a surprise to

was

their
party

mother’s
and

they

her mother.
They want to make a big √

They wanted to make a big

party.

party.

Their mother very want to a √
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√

Their mother very wanted a

new car, so they try to buy it √

new car, so they tried to buy

for her.

it for her.

I am standing in front of

√

I was standing in front of

√

terminal bus.
I want to go to my school, so I √

bus terminal.
I wanted to go to my school,

wait _ the bus and there are so √

√

many people at the moment.

so I waited for the bus and
there were so many people at
the moment.

After a few minutes, the bus

After a few minutes, the bus

come and I see a man and a √

came and I saw a man and a

women sit together.

√

woman sat together.

I mean, a woman sit on the √

I meant, a woman sat on the

left and a man on the right.

left and a man on the right.

I see they so enjoy to speak √

√

each other.

each other.

They _ so closer and so √

They were so closer and so

romantic.

romantic.

I heard the women call a men.
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I saw them so enjoy to speak

√

I heard the woman call a

√

man.

I can know _ they _ brother √

I could know that they were

and sisters because I heard

brother and sisters because I
√

they speak about family and
she/he call each other.

√

heard

them

speak

about

family and she/he called
each other.
√

Their cae is very similar, like
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Their face was very similar,

nose or eye.

like nose or eye.

…because the girl call him √

…because the girl called him
√

brother and they were talked
about how good their mother
_.

brother and they talked about
how good their mother was.

√

√

They were debated about what

They debated about what

their mother favorite food,
drink and film _.

their mother favorite food,
√

drink and film were.

He wants to bring his mother √

He wanted to bring his
√

and sister go to Bali for

mother and sister to Bali for

holiday.
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holiday.
√

One day, I am going to

One day, I was going to

grandmother’s house by bus.
In the bus _

grandmother’s house by bus.

only my self, √

√

On the bus were only my

driver, and two people, girl

self, driver, and two people,

and man.

girl and man.

I think that there are couple.

√

√

I thought that they were
couple.

√

They are very buzy talking in

They were very buzy talking

the bus.

on the bus.

After two hour, I also see √

After two hours, I also saw
√

they eat together and sleep

them eat together and sleep

together.

together.

I _ really really confused _ √

I was really really confused

they are brother and sister or √

whether they were brother
√

_couples.

and sister or a couple.

When I stop in station bus, √
they leave a bags.

√

√
√

Maybe this __ bag girl’s, and √
I help_ gave this a bag for √
they.
And I see the girl hug a old √

station, they left a bag.
√

√

√

When I stopped in bus

√

Maybe that was the girl’s

√

bag, and I helped to give

√

that bag to them.

√

I saw the girl hug an old

woman and say “I miss you

woman and say “I miss you

mom”.

mom”.
√

My opinion is not true.
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I went to Palopo several

My opinion was not true.
I went to Palopo several

√

months ago which is my
village....

months ago which was my
village...

√

We can sleep very well along

We could sleep very well

the trip.

along the trip.

In the middle of the trip there

In the middle of the trip there

are to people in front of me √
were taking and they were √

√
√

were two people in front of
me talking and they were

very close.

very close.

The first thing came out to my √

The first thing coming out to

head was _ they were a √

my head was that they were

spouse, but I _completely √

a

wrong.

completely wrong.

I realized when I heard that

√

they were talking about the

√

spouse,

but

I

was

I realized when I heard them
√

money that their parents gave

talking about the money that
their parents gave them.

them.
I remember that the brother √

I
√

said “does the money from
mom
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is

enough

for

6

√

remembered

that

the

brother said “Is the money
from mom

enough for 6

months?”...

months?”...

“I still remember when we

“I still remember when we

were _ holiday in Las Vegas √

were on holiday in Las

with family.We want to the

√

Vegas with family. We went

beach

and

were

surfing

to the beach and were surfing

together. Then, I defeated

together. Then, I defeated

you.”

you.”

“Absolutely, I was jealous and

“Absolutely, I was jealous
√

got angry to you.
“Yeah, but we have_ adult √

“Yeah, but we have been

now _ live together in one √

adult now and lived together

home.”

in one home.”

“Yes, of course. That's our

“Yes, of course. That's our

childish experience that

childish experience that is

_
√

unforgettable.”
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and got angry with you.

unforgettable.”

In the bus I choose to sit in √

√

On the bus I chose to sit in

backside.

backside.

A woman and a man were sit_ √

A woman and a man were

front of me.

sitting in front of me.

They

were

talking

about

They were talking about

shopping list and argue to buy √

shopping list and arguing to

it _ traditional market or √

buy it in traditional market or

modern market.

modern market.

The main really want to shop √

√

The man really wanted to

in traditional market because √

shop in traditional market

_has cheap price and can √

√

because it had cheap price

offer the best price and the

√

and could offer the best price

women really want to shop in
modern market
_more

because _ √

higienist

traditional market.

than

and

the

woman

really

wanted to shop in modern
market because it was more
higienist

than

traditional

market.
For the first, I guest_ they √

√

√

At first, I guessed that they

were a married couple but

were a married couple but

when the woman said "we

when the woman said "we

must shop in modern market

must shop in modern market

instruction,

like mommy’s instruction,

like

mommy’s

stop to denied what her words

√

stop denying what her words

_, _ remember when we were √
√
children you always got
punishment

from

were, and remember when
we were children you always

Daddy

got punishment from Daddy

because you wonnot hear
what his needed so I know

√

√
√

that they were brother and

because you won’t hear what
he needed so I knew that
they were brother and sister.

sister.
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And then I saw two people

√

Then I saw two people

were speaking so seriously…

√

speaking so seriously…

If I could guest it, maybe the

√

If I could guess it, maybe the

boy is older than the girl.

√

boy was older than the girl.

For the first, they _ just √

√

talking about how that they

√

√

And the boy said that he want √

first, they were just

talking about how they could
√

could meet in this bus.

At

√

meet on this bus.
The boy said that he wanted

to visit his friend in hospital

to visit his friend in hospital

because recently there were

√

because recently there was

accident happen with him.

√

accident happen to him.

So

he

asking

the

same

question to the girl……. That

√

So

he

asked

the

same

question to the girl……. That

she want to go for bough a √

√

she wanted to go to buy a

birthday cake in the bakery.

birthday cake in the bakery.

The girl _ little bit mad when √

The girl was little bit mad
√

the boy asking what the
√

birthday cake _ for.
And then the girl said that

birthday cake was for.
√

whatever happen, he has to √
came

back

because

home

when the boy asked what the

early

Then the
√

√

could

that

whatever happened, he had

because

it

was

their

mother’s birthday.

birthday.
I

said

to come back home early
√

it is our mother

girl

saw

the

boy’s

√

I

expression.

could

see

the

boy’s

expression.
√

It is like he was feeling
sorry….

It was like he was feeling
sorry….

And the last, _boy promises √

√

The last, the boy promised

that he want _ came back √

√

that he wanted to come back

home early today…

home early today…

So from that, I know that they √

So from that, I knew that

were a brother and sister.

they were a brother and
sister.
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When I went to makassar, I sat

When I went to makassar, I
√

in bus, exactly in front of

sat on bus, exactly in front of

where I sit down, I hear to √

where I sat down, I heard

people

two people talking about

talking

about

something, but I do not knew √

√

what.
After 15 minutes, they keep to √

something, but, I did not
know what.

√

After 15 minutes, they kept

talking and I think _ it was √
disturb me.

√

talking and I thought that it

√

But, I hear what they _ √

disturbed me.
√

I heard what they were

talking about.

talking about.

She said “How about our mom

She said “How about our

in hometown, I really miss our

mom in hometown, I really
√

mom, I do not call she in this
week.”

her in this week.”
√

And then, I knew what they

I knew what they were

were talking about.
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miss our mom, I do not call

talking about.
√

I can know that they are

I could know that they were

brother and sister.

brother and sister.

The sister tell the brother that √

The sister told the brother

their parents, especially their

that their parents, especially
√

mother is sick and the sister is
very sad.

their mother was sick and the
sister was very sad.

The brother is very shock after √

√

The

here what the women say and √

√

shocked after hearing what

try to make the women calm.

√

brother

was

very

the woman said and trying
to make the woman calm.

The brothers says that it is √

√

The brother said that it was

the reason why their mother

the reason why their mother

called him by phone again and

called him by phone again

again yesterday but the brother

and again yesterday but the

is not answer because _ _very √
busy.
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√

“I will _ alone at home”

√

brother

did

not

answer

because he was very busy.
√

“I will be alone at home”

“So do I. Maybe I will _ sad √

“So do I. Maybe I will be sad

and miss you”

and miss you”
√

“what thing that you will

√

“what thing will you miss?”

miss?”
“I will tell you many thing √

“I will tell you many things
√

that I have done to you and
mom”
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that I have done for you and
mom”

√

In the bus, when I was

On the bus, when I was

enjoyed the view of the √

enjoying the view of the

mountain, I heard two people

mountain, I heard two people
√

was talking.

talking.
√

There are women and man.
The man answer “Ah.. Oh my √

The man answered “Ah.. Oh

god, I am forgot, I haven’t

√

asked a permission to mother

√

and father abut this journey”

There were woman and man.
my god, I forgot, I haven’t

√

√

asked

permission

from

mother and father about this
journey”

I seen the man face _is afraid √

√

I saw the man’s face that

and so bad mood.

was afraid and so bad mood.

Then the woman ask the man √

Then the woman asked the

” Ok. It is no problem. When

man ” Ok. It is no problem.

we arrived in that place…… I

√

When we arrive at that

would explaint all of them.”

√

place…… I would explain
all of them.”

When

I

heard

the

When

conversation, I know that the √
woman and the man is sister

I

heard

the

conversation, I knew that the
√

woman and the man were
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and brother.

sister and brother.

When I was on the bus, I saw

When I was on the bus, I saw
√

two people was talking about

two people talking about

their parents.

their parents.
√

Actually I did not knew that

Actually I did not know that

they were brother and sister.

they were brother and sister.

They were talking about their

They were talking about their
√

mom before to go outside.

√

mom before going outside.

always angry √

Their mom was always angry

because they never clean their √

because they never cleaned

Their mom _

√

bedroom before to go.

√

their bedroom before going.

Not only that, their parent
always

attack

_

in

Not only that, their parent

the √

always attacked them in the

morning.

morning.

This situation _ they never √

√

stay a long time in home.

This situation made them
never stay a long time in
home.

√

Finally, I can conclude that

Finally, I could conclude that

they were brother and sister.

they were brother and sister.

The sister call her brother with √

The sister called her brother

“abang” and _ kissing her √

√

with “abang” and the brother

forehead and say “take care √

kissed her forehead and said

my sister bye” (when the bus

“take care my sister bye”

stop in her school).

√

(when the bus stopped in her
school).
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Why can I knew_ they are √
brother _ sister?

√

√

√

Why could I know that they
were brother and sister?

√

They were looking so sad and

They looked so sad and I

I could hear that their parents

could hear that their parents

would be separated and they

would be separated and they
√

are crying together in the bus.

were crying together on the
bus.
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√

I heared they were talking

√

about cleaning home and _ old √

cleaning home and an old
√

women told a young boy, that
the

boy

must

clean

woman told a young boy,

his

that the boy must clean his

bedroom if they were home

bedroom if he was at home
√

because their uncle would

√

took a rest in them home at
√

night.
Then a boy said _ he cannot √

√

because he must went to has

√

done this assignment in his

√

because their uncle would
take a rest at their home at
night.
Then the boy said that he
couldn’t because he must go

√

friend’s home.
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I heard them talking about

to has done his assignment in
his friend’s home.

In the bus, I saw and hear √

√

On the bus, I saw and heard

people speak about money.

people speak about money.

The girl cry because her √

The girl cried because her

money is lost and the boy give √

√

money lost and the boy gave

that girl money.

that girl money.

But the boy forget if he want √

The boy forgot if he wanted
√

to pay something and that is
the last money _ he have.

√

√

to pay something and that
was the last money that he
had.

So the girl call someone and √

So the girl called someone

√

she said “Mom, my money is

and she said “Mom, my

lost and i want to buy book“

money lost and i want to buy

and suddenly the boy take the √

book“and suddenly the boy

phone from the girl and he

took the phone from the girl
√

said “Mom, me too. I want to

and he said “Mom, me too. I

you_ send me money. There is

want you to send me money.

something _ i must to pay.

There is something that i
√

From

that

conclude

conversation,
that

they

√

must pay.

I

From that conversation, I

are √

√

siblings.
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siblings.
√

In the bus there are two
people

concluded that they were

were

talking

_ √

√

On the bus there were two
people

something.

talking

about

something.
√

I did not mind to spied what

√

they were talking about….

I did not mean to spy what
they were talking about....

“Really? Oh my God! She is

√

“Really? Oh my God! She

never changed” The man said

√

never changes” The man said

and _ rounding his eyes.
“Why? Did mom gave you

√

and was rounding his eyes.
√

“Why? Did mom give you
diary too when you were
seven?” asked the little girl.

diary too when you were
seven?” asked the little girl.
“Exactly! Even I was a boy,

“Exactly! Even I was a boy,

but of course I still loved it.

but of course I still loved it.

Because it was from my

Because it was from my

beloved mom” answered the

beloved mom” answered the

men with happy face.

√

man with happy face.
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That day is so hot.

√

That day was so hot.

I am standing at the halte in

√

I was standing at the halte in

front of my campus.

front of my campus.
√

Of course, I am going to
waiting _ the bus.

√

Of course, I was going to
waiting for the bus.

√

After several times, the bus is
coming.

After several times, the bus
was coming.

I stop the bus and sit at the √

√

I stopped the bus and sat on

right line.

the right line.

Then, I check my bag to find a √

Then, I checked my bag to

bottle of water.

find a bottle of water.

I drink it while I hear short √

I drank it while I heard

conversation beside me.

short conversation beside me.

There are two person.

√

They look happy each other.

√

√

There were two persons.
They looked happy each
other.

I do not mean to hear _ they √
√

are talking about, but they are
enjoy to speak.

√

I did not mean to hear what
they were talking about, but

√

they enjoyed to speak.

So, I hear some information √

So,

from both of them.

information from both of

I

heard

some

them.
The girl says, “What time is

√

it?”.
The boy repliyed “3 o’clock,

The girl said, “What time is
it?”.

√

The boy replied “3 o’clock,

why?”

why?”

“What? Seriously? We do not

“What? Seriously? We do

prepare to mom’s party. It is

√
√

too late,” says the girl.

too late,” said the girl.

The boy stay cool, “keep √

The boy stayed cool, “Keep

calm, we can arrive on time at

calm, we can arrive on time

home to prepare all of it. By

at home to prepare all of it.

the way, have you prepared

By

your gift for her ?”

prepared your gift for her ?”
√

The girl smiles, “of course,
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not prepare mom’s party. It is

the

way,

have

you

The girl smiled, “Of course,

yes. Hopefully, mom will like

yes. Hopefully, mom will

it”

like it”

The boy laugh and see his √

The boy laughed and saw

hand.

his hand.

That is short conversation.

√

That was short conversation.

It is so sweet.

√

It was so sweet.

I guess_ they are brother and √

√

I guessed that they were

sister.

brother and sister.

They give affection _ each √

They gave affection to each

other.

other.
√

I can tell that they were

I could tell that they were

brother and sister.

brother and sister.

When I was on the bus, I saw

When I was on the bus, I saw

people was talking about their

√

people talking about their

parents and talking about

√

parents and his/her a home.

his/her a home.
So, i hear some information √
from both, the girl says “my
brother is handsome” so we

So,
√

I

heard

some

information from both, the
girl said “my brother is

can

conclude _

them is √

√

√

brother and sister.

handsome”

so

we

could

conclude that they were
brother and sister.

And i knew _ _

is both √

brother and sister because and
normally

a

brother

√

√

√

I knew that they both were
brother and sister because

would

normally a brother would

always be blasphemous and

always be blasphemous and

always talking about in family

√

always talking about family
√

life.

√

We could see the same face.

I was in the bus.

√

I was on the bus.

I am on my _ to college then I √

√

I was on my way to college

hear _ girl were talking in the √

√

then I heard a girl talking on

live.
And we can see the same

√

face.
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bus so seriously

the bus so seriously.

I hear a little bit about their √

I heard a little bit about their

conversation.

conversation.

The girl said “Grandma was

The girl said “Grandma was

sick and mom don’t knew
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√

sick and mom don’t know

what to do. It _ been three √

what to do. It has been three

months grandma in hospital”.

months grandma in hospital”.

Then the boy said “yeah I _ √

Then the boy said “yeah I am

worried a lot about mom she

worried a lot about mom. She

never slept last night _ _ √

never slept last night because

thinking about grandma.

of thinking about grandma.

When I wanna go to the mall, I

When I wanna go to the mall,

am waiting for the bus in the

√

I was waiting for the bus in

√

terminal bus.
√

There is a buss and I wak up

√

the bus terminal.
there is a bus and I went into

to the bus.

the bus.

Several minutes ago, behind

Several minutes ago, behind

me there is a boy and girl
talking in the buss but they

√

are look like sibling but I √

√

don’t

know

_

they

are √

siblings or no, but I don’t

√

me there was a boy and girl

√

talking on the bus but they
looked like sibling but I

√

didn’t know whether they

√

were siblings or no, but I

wanna to ask them.

√

didn’t wanna ask them.

I just hear what their talking √

√

I just heard what their talk

√

_.

was.

Time by time I hear, hear and √

Time by time I heard, heard

hear.

and heard.

The conversation _ talking √

The conversation was talking

about family and I hear they √
are talking about their mom.

√

about family and I heard

√

them talking about their
mom.

Their mom was sick and the
girl is so sad to talking with

Their mom was sick and the
√

√

girl was so sad to talk to the

the boy.

boy.

They girl wanna their mom to

The girl wanna their mom to

getting healthy for mom.

√

And from there, I know _ √

√

they

are

siblings

_

the √

children _ to love very much √

√

for their mom.

√

get healthy.
√

From that, I knew that they

√

were
√

siblings

and

the

children who loved their
mom very much.

I _ sad to but I just said, “Get √

I was sad too but I just said,

well soon for your mom. _ √

“Get well soon for your
√

wish me always healthy and
always happy.

healthy and always happy.
√

Until I arrived to the mall I
still think of about …..the √

√

conversation in the buss, I

√

Until I arrived at the mall I
still thought about …..the

√

conversation on the bus. I

miss my mom to and I wanna √

missed my mom too and I

hug her.

wanna hug her.
√

Like the boy and girl in the
bus, they are so love their √
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mom. I wish her always

√

Like the boy and girl on the
bus, they so loved their

mother.

mother.

They were talking about a

They were talking about a
√

women and a man.
√

They were said that they

They said that they really

√

really love them.

woman and a man.

loved them.

After that, they were talking

After that, they were talking

about

about

the

condition

of
√

financial is so bad and they

the

condition

of

financial was so bad and they

√

√

started crying.

They were give a hug for each √

√

They gave a hug for each

were start to crying.

other.

other.

So, _ _ why I can knew that √
they love.

√

√

√

know that they loved.
√

That someone is mother and
father.
And the another reason is _ √

So, that was why I could

They

were

mother

and

father.
√

√

Another reason was that they

they

were

about

were talking about financial

financial of their family and

of their family and nobody

nobody

talking

know

about

our √

knew about our family if we
√

family if we are not siblings.
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I want to go to my home town √
by buss.
I go to the buss stop.

√

I wanted to go to my home
√

town by bus.

√

I went to the bus stop.

√

I am sitting alone basic the

were not siblings.

√

window.

I was sitting alone near the
window.

√

Two people in front of me are
so loud.

Two people infront of me
were so loud.

I am using my earphone with

√

I was using my earphone

ful volume but _ still can hear √

√

with full volume but Istill

what they are talking about.

√

could hear what they were
talking about.

Finally the stop talking.
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√

Finally they stopped talking.

I think_ they are friend but I √

√

I thought that they were

am wrong.

√

friends but I was wrong.

Yeah it does not matter, now I

√

Yeah it did not matter, now I

can sleep in peace.

√

could sleep in peace.

When I go home to Enrekang, √
I hear two people were √

When
√

speaking in a bus.
The first, I do not _ if they √

√

Enrekang,

went
I

home

heard

to
two

√

people speaking on a bus.

√

At first, I did not know if

were brother and sister, but
when I hear they speak, I has √
know if they were brother and √

I

they were brother and sister,
√

but when I heard them
speak, I had known if they

sister.

were brother and sister.

Because they were speak √

√

about they father that _ sick √
and take care of in hospital.
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The distance
house

and

They
√

√

about

their

father that was sick and
taken care of in hospital.

between my
my

spoke

The distance between my

grandma’s

house and my grandma’s

house are far, so we have to √

√

house was far, so we had to

take a bus if we want to go √

take a bus if we wanted to go

there.

there.

Because I was bored, so I just

Because I was bored, so I just

focused to hear them.
Man

√

√

focused on hearing them.

: Do not be

Man

: Do not be

silly! You _ always excited √

silly! You are always excited

about something.

about something.

Woman

Woman

: I cannot wait

to arrive home soon, I missed

√

: I cannot wait

to arrive home soon, I miss

mommy’s food.

mommy’s food.

Based on this conversation, I

Based on this conversation, I

can conluded that those two
people are brother and sister.

√

√

could conlude that those two

√

people were brother and
sister.
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